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Abstract

The notion of time is prerequisite for describing and verifying the security proper�
ties of key management protocols� Without it� properties relating to the expiration
of keys and the freshness of messages and nonces cannot be formulated� Recently
Burrows� Abadi and Needham proposed a formal system for protocol veri�cation
which includes an ability to reason about time� In essence their �Logic of Au�
thentication	 is a proof theory for reasoning about key management protocols�

One di
culty with such a logic lies in justifying the inferences that can be made�
We approach this problem by developing an accompanying model theory for pro�
tocol security� Model theoretic techniques have been used before in the protocol
veri�cation literature� but our approach is di�erent in two respects� First we con�
sider a model theory which includes a notion of time� Second� the purpose of much
of the previous model theoretic work was aimed at developing protocol veri�cation
tools and so assumptions about speci�c kinds of protocols and methods for break�
ing protocols were built into the model� often implicitly� In contrast� our account
is more general and centers on a justi�cation of the notion of model itself�

The main results of this work include

� a model theoretic de�nition of protocol security that is provably equivalent
to a variety of alternative de�nitions�

� demonstration that some questions about protocol security properties are
undecidable� and

� a schema for demonstrating the validity of many protocols by the use of
model checking�
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� Introduction

This paper lays the groundwork for evaluating claims about secure protocols� It
presents a formal model of agent interaction in protocols� and de�nes notions of
security relative to that model� This work is of both theoretical importance and
of practical importance� because it gives us a way of justifying inference rules that
might be used in verifying a protocols security�

Suppose that two agents wish to conduct a secure conversation� that is they
wish to prevent an adversary from ��� understanding their conversation and ���
confusing the conversation by inserting or deleting messages �includes re�sending
previous legitimate messages�� If we have an encryption method� we can often
reduce the problem to a question of authenticating the parties involved and estab�
lishing a secure session key that can be used for the conversation�

Getting this right is not a simple matter� It is one of the most di
cult problems
in the theory of secure protocols� As has been widely observed� many published
authentication and key distribution protocols have critical �aws in them� Perhaps
no other area of distributed protocols has been so plagued by faulty protocols�

To insure that our protocols are sound� we must develop methods for describing
and verifying the properties of key management protocols� Recently� an important
tool was introduced by Burrows� Abadi� and Needham����� a �Logic of Authen�
tication	 which acts as a proof theory for reasoning about these protocols� This
work has practical importance� and has revolutionized our techniques for judging
secure protocols� However� their logic can not be formally justi�ed without further
development� in particular� there is a question about demonstrating the validity of
their inference rules� In addition� the logic uses assumptions that are not formally
stated� and is incomplete in the sense that there are valid protocol properties which
cannot be proved in the logic�

It is clear� however� that the logic of Burrows� Abadi� and Needham is a valuable
tool for debugging protocols� This paper explores the boundaries of such logics�
After reviewing and critiquing the logic� we begin by asking the question �How
do we know when we have the correct inference rules in such a logic�	 To build
a framework for justifying inference rules� we must �rst develop a formal model
of protocol interaction� Other researchers have suggested using model theoretic
techniques for protocol veri�cation ���� �� ���� but our work di�ers from these works
in two respects� First� we integrate time into our model� Second� most previous
model theoretic work was directly focused on building protocol veri�cation tools�
and thus assumptions about speci�c types of protocols and methods for breaking
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them were built into the model� often implicitly� Our account is much more general
and does not restrict an adversary to some �xed list of possible attacks� Then�
we de�ne precise notions of �security	 and �belief	 in that model and discuss
methods about reasoning in that model� We conclude by discussing possibilities
and limitations of using a model checking approach for security properties that
involve time�

The main results of this work include

� a model theoretic de�nition of protocol security that is provably equivalent
to a variety of alternative de�nitions�

� demonstration that some questions about protocol security properties are
undecidable� and

� a schema for demonstrating the validity of many protocols by the use of
model checking�

Our focus in this work is on a model of security where private key based methods
are used� Our work extends with only a few changes to the use of public key based
methods� Further extensions of our work could encompass a wide class of protocols�
For example� while we only consider issues of �rst�level belief among agents in
our system� work by Fagin� Halpern� Vardi and others ���� ��� has demonstrated
that issues of belief can be quite subtle� It would be interesting to apply our
techniques to a fuller notion of belief� Also� like previous researchers� we assume
an idealized notion of cryptography where no partial knowledge can be leaked
out of a cryptosystem� random events are truly random� etc� Real cryptosystems
often do not observe these properties and several seemingly sound cyptographic
protocols fail because partial knowledge can be leaked in the system ���� �� ����
In light of recent work on the possible attacks on the DES cryptosystem ��� ��� an
extension of our analysis may be very important in actual applications� Another
important extension of this model would allow it to account for zero�knowledge
authentication protocols ��� ���� This work builds a structure which we believe can
be extended to all these applications� and moreover would allow these protocols to
be veri�ed through model checking approaches�
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� Summary and Critique of �Logic of Authen�

tication�

The �Logic of Authentication	 framework ��� reasons at the level of the beliefs of
agents� The framework consists of two components� �i� a language for expressing
judgements about beliefs� and �ii� a collection of rules for reasoning about these
judgements� The basic forms of judgements are A j� X and A �X � where A is an
agent and X is some message� The intended meaning of the �rst is that A believes
X or rather A is entitled to believe X� or� perhaps more appropriate to its use
in the logic� A can prove X �that is� from As assumptions and interactions with
other agents� it can proved that X is a valid message or a valid judgement�� The
intended meaning of the second is that is that A sees the message X� In both of
these forms of judgment� the message X can be either some plaintext message� or
a formula of the logic�� In particular X can be another judgement� For example
A j� �B j� X�� denotes the judgement that A believes that B believes X�

A number of other constructions are available to build up a variety of di�erent
kinds of judgements� For example A j� B j� X denotes the judgement that A

believes that B once said X � and A j� A
KAB�� B denotes the judgement that A

believes that KAB is a secure key for conversation with B� Corresponding to these
judgements are rules such as

A j� A
KAB�� B� A � fXgKAB
A j� B j� X

where fXgKAB denotes the encryption of X with the key KAB� This rule states
that ifA believes thatKAB is a secure key for conversations withB� thenA believes
that any message which is encoded by KAB must have originally been sent by B��
Note that A has no reason to believe that the message X was sent recently� An
intruder could have stored fXgKAB and then replayed it�

One of the most important kinds of judgments involves whether a message is
fresh� The judgement A j� ��X� denotes the judgement that A believes that X is
fresh� Typically� the freshness of a message is guaranteed through the generation
and judicious use of unique identi�ers called nonces� For example the judgement
A j� ��X� is appropriate ifX is a message which contains a nonce recently created

�In ���� messages are simply identi�ed with statements in the logic�
�In what follows� we omit parenthesis where there is no ambiguity�
�It is implicitly assumed that X was not sent by A�
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by A� An important inference rule involving this judgement is	�

A j� B j� X� A j� ��X�

A j� B j� X

In other words� if A believes that B once said X and X is fresh then A believes
that B believes X � Note that this reasoning identi�es messages recently sent by
an agent with that agents beliefs� This does not mean that A necessarily believes
everything that B says� but rather that As view of Bs beliefs are taken to be
exactly the messages recently sent by B to A�

The above logic cannot be applied directly to a analyze a protocol� Instead the
protocol must �rst be expressed in a form which is compatible with the structure
of the logic� This form consists of two parts� The �rst part� called the �idealized	
protocol� is the representation of the protocol itself� Essentially� it is obtained from
the protocol by removing all plaintext components and also making explicit the
assertions which are implicit in transmitted messages� The second part states the
starting conditions of the protocol�

Consider the following simple protocol� where A and B are two agents who
wish to establish a secure session key and S is a key server�

Message � A� S � fBgKAS
Message � S � A � fKABgKAS
Message � S � B � fKABgKBS

The purpose of the second message of this protocol is for S to convey to A that
KAB is a secure key for an A�B conversation� In the idealized protocol� this

message is written as fA
KAB�� BgKAS � making the assertion explicit� The starting

conditions for this protocol include that A believes that KAS is a secure key for

conversation with S� that is� A j� A
KAS�� S� This means that when A receives

message � �A� fA
KAB�� BgKAS� we have� on applying the �rst inference rule given

previously� that A j� S j� fA
KAB�� BgKAS � In turns out that this is the strongest

statement that A can prove regarding the key KAB� This re�ects the obvious
weakness of this simple protocol� on receiving a protocol message� no agent can
be sure that the message is recent� and hence there is no guarantee that the key
contained in the message is currently a secure key�

The remainder of this section consists of a brief analysis of the Logic of Au�
thentication framework� We ask two questions� �Are inferences in the logic valid�	

�A side condition on this rule is that X does not contain any encrypted messages�
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and �Are all valid formulas of the logic provable�	

First� consider the question of the validity of inferences in the logic� At an
intuitive level� the inferences of the logic appear to be sound� However the frame�
work relies on a number of assumptions� Many of these are a result of deliberate
omissions by the authors in order to simplify the logic�

� � � certain aspects of authentication protocols have been deliberately ignored

in our treatment� In particular� while we allow for the possibility of hostile
intruders� there is no attempt to deal with the authentication of an untrust�

worthy principal� nor to detect weaknesses of encryption schemes or unau�
thorized release of secrets� Rather� our study concentrates on the beliefs of

trustworthy parties involved in the protocols and on the evolution of these
beliefs as a consequence of communication� ���� p��

One assumption relates to the fact that plaintext messages �and plaintext parts
of messages� are ignored� It is clear that such messages have important security
implications� For example consider a protocol in which any message containing an
encrypted key also contains the same key in plaintext� If we ignore the plaintext
parts of messages� then the logic may claim that the protocol is �secure	� despite
the obvious security weakness� In other words� the logic assumes that a proto�
col contains no �obvious	 security bugs in the form of secret information being
transmitted �intentionally or unintentionally� in plaintext�

Another issue which is related to the abstraction of plaintext messages is that
the protocol can not work without them� For example� an agent typically makes
a nonce available to a second agent so that any message from this second agent
containing the nonce is guaranteed to be recent� The �rst agent often makes the
nonce available to the second by sending it in a plaintext message� If these kinds
of messages are ignored� then no assurances can be given about whether a protocol
is feasible or not� For example consider the following �unreasonable� protocol

Message � A� B � fNA� A�BgKAS
Message � B � S � fNA� A�BgKAS � fNA�NB� A�BgKBS
Message � S � B � fNA�KABgKAS � fNB�KABgKBS
Message � B � A � fNA�KABgKAS

where NA and NB are nonces generated by A and B respectively �this is essentially
just the Otway�Rees protocol ���� with the plaintext parts of messages deleted��
This protocol is not feasible because B cannot extract NA from message �� and
so there is no way for B to construct the fNA� NB� A�BgKBS component of the
second message�
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Another important kind of assumption made in the logic is illustrated by the
following example protocol for establishing a replacement session key �KAB is as�
sumed to be a secure session key which has already been established� the purpose
of this protocol is to establish a new session key K �

AB��

Message � A� B � fNAgKAB
Message � B � S � fA�BgKBS
Message � S � B � fK �

ABgKBS
Message � B � A � fNA� NB�K

�
ABgKAB

Message � A� B � fNB�K
�
ABgKAB

If we assume that A and B trust each other with respect to beliefs of the form

A
K
�� B� then on applying the authentication logic to this protocol� we �nd the

following �nal beliefs�

A j� A
K�

AB�� B B j� A
K�

AB�� B

A j� B j� A
K�

AB�� B B j� A j� A
K�

AB�� B

However� the protocol is not secure since the third message can be recorded and
replayed by an adversary� The problem is that� on receiving message �� agent A

sees that B has recently sent the message A
K�

AB�� B and hence A believes that B

believes A
K�

AB�� B� This occurs despite the fact that B did not have reason to

believe A
KAB�� B when sending message �� Worse� in message �� A then transmits

the mistaken belief that the key is secure back to B� In other words� the validity of
the logic depends on an assumption that an agent sends only messages that he�she
believes
�

Now we consider the question of whether an arbitrary valid formula is actually
provable in the logic� The answer appears to be no� One reason is that there is no
facility for the logic to reason negatively about the protocol� that is� to reason about
the messages which� according to the protocol� will not be sent� We emphasize that
an underlying assumption of the logic is that the agents involved in a protocol are
faithful to the protocol with respect to the messages they sent which are relevant
to the protocol� That is� the only �protocol relevant� messages they send are those
speci�cally designated in the protocol� Consider now the following protocol �again
an adaptation of the Otway�Rees protocol��

�This not quite accurate� since we wish to allow an agent to pass on a coded message without knowing the
contents of the message� This mechanism is used for example in the Needham�Schroeder protocol�
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Message � A� B � A�B�NA� fNA�A�BgKAS
Message � B � S � fNA� A�BgKAS � fNA�NB� A�BgKBS
Message � S � B � ffNA�KABgKAS � NB�KABgKBS
Message � B � A � fNA�KABgKAS

The essential di�erence between this protocol and the Otway�Rees protocol is that
the message fNA�KABgKAS is encrypted as part of Ss message to B� Hence the
only way for A to receive message � is through B� and on receiving message �� A
is entitled to believe that �i� B has received message � and �ii� B has successfully
decrypted message �� Hence A is entitled to believe that B has recently seen all
of the contents of message �� and� if A believes that B trusts the server S� then A
is entitled to believe that B believes that KAB is a secure session key� There does
not appear to be any way to carry out this kind of reasoning in the logic�

A number of the inference rules of the logic contain subtle side conditions
to avoid invalid inferences� In some cases� these side conditions prevent valid
inferences� For example consider the rule

A j� B j� X� A j� ��X�

A j� B j� X

A side condition on this rule is that X does not contain any encrypted messages�
Now suppose that the message X contains a number of components� some en�
crypted and some in plaintext �including a nonce guaranteeing the freshness of the
whole message�� One valid inference is that A believes that B believes the plaintext
parts of the message� However strictly speaking this inference is prevented by the
side condition �unless we assume that the message is hierarchically assembled so
that one of its subcomponents consists of just the plaintext parts and the nonce��

In summary� the Logic of Authentication framework seeks to establish a speci�c
kind of security property � robustness with respect to the replaying of messages�
It relies on many assumptions� Some of these assumptions are obvious� such as
the assumption that secret information is not relayed in plaintext� Others seem
to be more subtle� such as the assumption that agents only send messages which
they believe� Without a suitable formalization of these assumptions� no formal
guarantees can be given about the correctness of assertions proved by the logic�
Also� the logic is incomplete in the sense that there are valid protocol properties
which cannot be proved in the logic� It is clear� however� that the logic is a useful
tool for debugging protocols�
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� Messages� Keys and Encryption

In the remainder of this paper we develop a model of possible agent interactions�
One main motivation for this is to provide a justi�cation for inferences rules such
as those used in logics such as the �Logic of Authentication	� In developing this
model� we shall strive for generality� particularly in the notion of time which is
incorporated� We begin with the basic notions of message and encryption�

There are important interactions between a protocol and the encryption scheme
employed� In particular� if an encryption scheme is amenable to a probabilistic
analysis� then it is desirable to extend such a probabalistic analysis to any protocol
based on the scheme� However� such an analysis is likely to be dependent on the
speci�c properties of the encryption scheme considered� In this paper we choose
to consider a simpler and arguably more fundamental notion� security properties
which are independent of the underlying message representation and encryption
scheme� In essence we assume an idealized model of message representation and
encryption� First� we assume that messages are independent� that is� having one
message does not give any information about another message� Second� we assume
that the only way to obtain any information from an encrypted message is to have
the appropriate key�

These assumptions are realized as follows� Let T denote a set of atomic tokens��
This set will represent the keys� the nonces� and the non�decomposable message of
the model� Notationally� we shall use K to denote tokens which are used as keys
and N to denote those used as nonces� The domain M of messages is de�ned to
be either

� an atomic token from T �

� fMgK� the encryption of message M with key K � T � or

� �M�� � � � �Mn�� the tupling of messages M�� � � � �Mn� n � ��

where M � M�� � � � �Mn range over messages in M�

Now� given a set of message S� an agent has a limited ability to decrypt and
de�tuple these messages into their constituents and also built up new messages by
encryption and tupling� Speci�cally� de�ne S�� the set of messages deducible from

�We will assume that T contains tokens for naming agents� so that if A is an agent� then we will sometimes
treat A as a message or message component� which can be sent and received�
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S� to be either �i� any element of S� �ii�� M such that fMgK and K are in S�� �iii�
M such that �� � � �M� � � �� is in S�� �iv� fMgK such that M and K are in S�� and
�v� �M�� � � � �Mk� such that each Mi is in S�� This construction is essentially a
free algebra construction over the generators T � � � � � � � � and f g � with auxiliary
operations� call them decrypt � � and proj i� �� i � �� which satisfy the following
equations�

proj i�M�� � � � �Mn� � Mi� � � i � n

decryptK �fMgK� � M

� Traces and Some Basic Assumptions

Let A be the set of all agents of interest �that is� A includes not only the principals
of the protocol at hand� but also any adversaries�� Agents interact by sending and
receiving of messages� a trace of these message sends and receives serves to record
the interaction� De�ne an event to be either of the form send �M�� indicating
that the message M is sent� or receive�M �� indicating the message M is received�
or new �M �� indicating the generation of the basic message M �M may be either
a nonce or a key�� or tick � indicating an event corresponding to a change in an
agents internal state� The �rst two kinds of events record agent interactions� the
last two events are essentially for bookkeeping purposes� Events are subscripted
if necessary to indicated di�erent occurrences of the same event� This is the case
when the same message is received by a number of di�erent agents� or when a
message is replayed by an adversary and is received by the same agent a number
of times�

Now� a record of agent interactions must include not only the set of events for
each agent� but also the order of these events� This can be achieved by assuming
that some global clock associates a time to each message send�receive event� How�
ever committing to such a speci�c notion of time may lead to a model which is
not applicable to systems where agents have unsynchronized clocks� or where non�
standard notions of time such as Lamport clocks ���� are employed� We therefore
strive for a de�nition of model that makes only minimal assumptions about the
notion of time� One such assumption is that each agent has a notion of �before	
and �after	 which de�nes a total pre�order on the events that the agent perceives�
Hence

�For a public key system� this clause would be modi�ed� Speci�cally� where Kc denotes the key which is the

complement of K� we would have� M such that fMgK and Kc are in S��
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De�nition � �Traces� A trace T is an A indexed collection of sets of events
such that each set is equipped with a total pre�order�

We use TA to denote the set corresponding to the agent A� and T to denote the
union of all of the TA� The total pre�order on TA is denoted by �A� We write
e �A e� if e �A e� and e� �A e� We write e �A e�� and say that e precedes e�� if
e �A e� but e 	� e�� The subscripts A on �� � and � shall be dropped when they
are clear from context� The use of an ordered set to provide an abstract treatment
of time in the de�nition of trace bears a super�cial similarly to the treatment
of time in the model theory of temporal logic ��� �� ��� However our subsequent
development and use of traces bears little relationship to work in that area�

We remark that an agent typically sends a message to some designated recip�
ient� However� since the communication medium is assumed to be insecure� any
message sent is essentially broadcast to the world� This means that any unencoded
information which designates the intended recipient of a message has negligible ef�
fect on security� we therefore choose to ignore recipient information� Further� we
make no assumptions about the correct behavior of the network � messages may
be lost or even duplicated due to network failures and errors�

There are many factors which constrain the messages that an agent can send�
First� it is clear that if a message M is received by an agent� then some agent must
have previously sent M � This constraint can be imposed by requiring that there
must be some consistent way of interleaving the message traces from the various
agents such that each message receive is preceded by a message transmission�

De�nition � �Serializable Traces� A trace T is serializable if there is a total
pre�order on T which conservatively extends the pre�orders �A� A � A� and is such
that each event receive�M � is a preceded by an event send �M��

A further assumption is that between any two events� there lie only a �nite number
of events� This can be justi�ed on physical grounds� it is also necessary to eliminate
pathological traces�

De�nition � �Boundedness� A trace T is bounded if� for all agents A� every
sequence of distinct events of the form e� �A e� �A � � � �A e� is �nite�

Note that boundedness also implies that given any event e� there is a �nite set of
immediate predecessors of e� denoted pred�e�� and that any two elements e� and
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e� of pred�e� are such that e� � e�� The �nal assumption of this section is that
each event of the form new �M� generates a new basic messages�

De�nition � �Message Generation� A trace T respects message generation if
for all distinct events of the form new �M�� and new �M��� the messages M� and
M� are distinct�

In what follows� we use the term trace to mean a trace which is serializable�
bounded and respects mesage generation� One important assumption that has not
been discussed is that messages cannot be �guessed	� An agent can only send
messages which have been generated by the agent or have been received in other
messages� This is somewhat complicated by the fact that an agent starts with
some set of shared secrets and keys� and depends on some de�nitions presented in
the next section� A statement of this assumption is therefore deferred until the
next section� where it appears as part of the de�nition of model �de�nition ���

� Protocols

In the previous section� we de�ned the basic notion of a trace of the messages sent
and received by each agent� This essentially models the situation where agents
are free to send and receive messages at random� We now apply the additional
restriction that some designated subset of the agents adhere to some protocol� call
it P � for message sending and receiving� That is� any agents in this designated set
�call these agents the principals of P � are assumed to send and respond to messages
in the manner outlined by P � Now� protocols are typically speci�ed by giving a
template for message sends and receives� For example the following describes an
adaptation of the Otway�Rees protocol�

Message � A� B � A�B� fNA� BgKA
Message � B � S � fNA� BgKA�fNB� AgKB
Message � S � B � fNA� B�KABgKA� fNB� A�KABgKB
Message � B � A � fNA� B�KABgKA

A trace which is faithful to this protocol is essentially a trace whose messages
follow the protocol� Although this description gives explicit information about the
form of messages to be sent� a number of side conditions are either implicit or
unspeci�ed� First� it is implicitly speci�ed that the nonces used must be fresh�
Second� it is implicitly speci�ed that the keys used are appropriate secret keys�
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Third� the protocol is a collection of rules describing how an agent should send
and respond to messages� that is� the protocol is not just the sequence of messages
�� �� � and �� but rather a speci�cation that�

� to establish a session key with B� A should sent message ��

� if B receives message �� then B should respond with message ��

� if the server S receives message �� then S should send out a new secure key�

� if B receives message �� then B should accept the new key as a secure key
for A�B conversations and also repond with message �� and

� if A receives message �� then the protocol is complete and A should use the
new key for conversations with B�

Such a speci�cation requires reasoning about an the beliefs of each agent� Let
a belief be either of the form sharedS�M� where S is a set of agents and M is a
message� or of the form fresh�N� where N is a nonce� The �rst indicates the belief
that M is a shared secret between the agents in S� The second indicates that the
nonce N has been recently generated�

Also note that the variables A�B�NA� NB�KA�KB and KAB appearing in the
protocol may denote speci�c agents� messages or keys� or they may be parameters
which can be instantiated by di�erent keys to give instances of the protocol� To
distinguish between these two cases� we use the �possibly subscripted� variables
�� �� � and � to respectively denote parameters over agents� nonces� keys and
messages� A message template is either a message� a message parameter or of the
form fxgy where x is a message template and y is a key� key parameter� or of
the form �x�� � � � � xk� where the xi are message templates� A condition is either
of the form sharedS�x�� fresh�y� or receive�x�� where S is a set of agents or agent
parameters� x is a message template and y is a nonce or a nonce parameter� A
response is either of the form send�x� or sharedS�x�� Finally

De�nition � �Protocol� A protocol P consists of a set of principals and a
mapping from each principal A to a collection PA of �parameterized� rules of the
form C �
 R� where C is a set of conditions and R is a set of responses�

The condition part of a protocol rule represents a set of preconditions that an
agent tests before applying a rule� For example a belief sharedS�x� represents the
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precondition that the agent believes that x is known only to the agents in S i�e� x
is an S shared secret� The variant of the Otway�Rees protocol described above is
represented by the following collection of protocol rules�

A� sharedA�S���� fresh��� �� send�A��� f�� �g��
sharedA�S���� receive �f�� ����g�� � fresh��� �� sharedA���S���

�

B� sharedB�S���� receive���B���� fresh��� �� send ��� f�� �g��
sharedB�S���� receive ��� f�� A���g�� � fresh��� �� send���� shared��B�S����

S� sharedS�������� sharedS�������� receive �f��� ��g�� � f��� ��g��� � sharedS���������
�� send �f��� ����g�� � f��� ����g���

An instance of a protocol rule r is de�ned by a substitution � which maps all of
the parameters of the rule in the obvious manner� agent parameters are mapped
into elements of A� nonce and key parameters are mapped into elements of B and
message parameters are mapped into elements of M� We write r� to denote the
rule obtained by replacing the parameters in r according to �� and we say that r�
is an instance of r� Note that this implicitly de�nes the scope of a parameter to be
the protocol rule in which it occurs� parameters in di�erent rules are independent�
Protocol rule parameters could alternatively be treated by introducing a universal
quanti�cation construction at the front of protocol rules�

In essence� a trace T adheres to a protocol if the trace consists of instances of
protocol rules� However� a protocol rule can only be applied when the conditions
of the rule are satis�ed� This requires reasoning about the set of beliefs held by
each agent A during the trace� In essence the de�nition of model consists of a trace
and accompanying machinery to reason about these sets of beliefs� Before giving
this de�nition we need some preliminaries� These de�nitions are all in the context
of a trace T and protocol P �

Initially each agent is given some set of beliefs about shared secrets and keys�
Now� as each event passes� this initial set of beliefs may increase by the establish�
ment of new beliefs though the use of instances of the protocol rules� and it may
decrease because the agent discards a belief� To record these changes� we de�ne a
belief function to be an A�indexed collection of functions� denoted beliefs � such that
the function corresponding to an agent A� denoted beliefsA� is a mapping from TA
to sets of beliefs� and this function respects � �that is� e � e� implies beliefsA�e� �
beliefsA�e

���� We say that b is a belief of A if b � beliefsA�e� for some event e � TA�
Given a belief mapping beliefs � the initial beliefs of each agent can be de�ned as
those beliefs which are held at some event e and at all events preceding e�
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initialA�beliefs� � fb � ��e���e� � e� b � beliefsA�e
��g

Now� given a trace and a belief function beliefs � we can de�ne the set of messages
known by an agent A at each event e�

knownA�e� �

���
��M �

receive�M� precedes e in TA� or
new �M� precedes e in TA� or

sharedS�M� is in initialA�beliefs �

���
��

�

As mentioned at the end of the previous section� an agent can only make refer�
ence to known messages� Therefore de�ne that a response send �M� or sharedS�M�
is known at event e ifM � knownA�e�� For a protocol principal� any response must
be according to the protocol� Therefore de�ne that a response r is protocol enabled
at event e if there is an instance of a protocol rule of the form C 
 R such that

� for all beliefs b � C� b � beliefsA�pred�e��
��

� for all conditions receive�M� in C� receive�M� is a preceding event in TA�
and

� r appears in R�

Finally� for a protocol principal� de�ne that a response is enabled if it is known and
protocol enabled� and for any other agent� a response is enabled if it is known� In
other words� principals must adhere to the protocol� whereas adversaries can be
more creative� We can now de�ne�

De�nition 	 �Model� A model for a protocol P is a pair �T� beliefs� where T is
a trace and beliefs is a belief function� which satisfy the following conditions� for
all agents A � A�

�� If b � beliefsA�e� then either

�a� b is in beliefsA�pred�e���

�b� b is enabled at e� or

�c� b is either sharedS�N� or fresh�N� where new �N� is an event in pred �e��

�This denotes beliefsAe
�� for some e� in prede�� Since the elements in pred e� are equivalent modulo �� it

does not matter which e� is chosen in prede��
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�� If fresh�N� � beliefsA�e� then there is an event new �N � preceding e�

�� If e is an event of the form send �M � then it is enabled at e�

Condition � states that the beliefs of an agent at any event must either be �a� a
belief held previously� �b� a belief established at an immediately preceding event�
or �c� a belief established as a result of generating a new message� Condition �
states that the freshness beliefs can only be generated through the generation of a
nonce� Condition � states that message sends must be known� and if the agent is
a protocol principal� then the message send must also be in accordance with the
protocol�

Note that an agent may discard beliefs� However� there is no mechanism for an
agent A to hold the belief sharedMfAg and then share the secret M with another
agent B and then update its belief to sharedMfA�Bg� The ability to update
beliefs in this way would complicate the model by requiring that the application
of protocol rules be atomic� For example consider a protocol rule whose response
set includes sending a message to share the secret M with agent B and an action
to update the belief set to re�ect the sharing of this secret� Now if the secret is
shared before the agent updates its beliefs� then an inconsistent state would result�
Not only would the ability to update belief sets complicate the model� but such
an ability appears to be unnecessary� since� in the above example� A	s initial belief
about M could be changed to sharedMfA�Bg� In general� this approach means
that beliefs about sharing are of the form sharedMfA�� � � � � Ang where A�� � � � � An

include all of the agents that will ever share M � This appears to be desirable
because it yields a certain level of modularity� Further� it enables the security
properties of a model to be de
ned without reference to synchronization between
each agent	s clocks� In fact the truth of a belief can be described in terms of
universal validity� that is� validity everywhere the model�

De�nition � �Valid Beliefs� A belief b is valid in a model �T� beliefs� if either
it is of the form fresh�M �� or of the form sharedS�M� such that if M � knownA�e�
for some event e� then A � S�

In other words a belief about sharing a message is valid if the only agents who know
about the message are those identi
ed in the sharing belief� Note that beliefs about
nonces are always valid� Furthermore� beliefs about nonces cannot be shared by
agents � the only way for an agent to create such beliefs is by generating a nonce�
Hence there is a sense in which nonces should be considered in a category separate
from beliefs� However we choose to do so for convenience� since in the next section
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when we consider the expiration of beliefs� the same mechanism can be applied to
both nonce beliefs and sharing beliefs�

We can now de
ne a notion of security which is independent of time considera
tions� In essence this notion is that secrets are not compromised� Speci
cally� it is
the condition that the beliefs of agents about secrets are actually valid� However�
since the de
nition of model makes no assumptions about the validity of the initial
beliefs of agents� the following de
nition must be phrased in terms of preserving
validity� First� de
ne that a model �T� beliefs� is initially valid if� for all beliefs
sharedS�M � in initialA� it is the case that M � fM � sharedS�M� � initialBg�

implies B � S�

De�nition � �Semi�Secure� A protocol P is semi�secure if in all initially secure
models� all beliefs held by a principal A are universally valid�

We reserve the term �secure� for the more involved notion of security dealing with
questions such as� can an adversary replay old messages to reestablish a stale keys
or belief� To de
ne this notion of security requires a more detailed discussion of
time� and in particular� the freshness of messages� and the expiration of nonces
and beliefs� This is the subject of the next section�

� Beliefs and Time

The treatment of time is one of the most important aspect of the analysis of a
protocol� Typically the security properties of a protocol rely on the generation
and expiration of nonces to insure that certain information is fresh� Furthermore�
it is expected that propositions such as �this key is a secure key� do not hold
forever� but are at some time considered to expire when the key becomes stale�

First� consider the behavior of nonces� Once generated� nonces typically have
some predetermined 
nite lifetime� For example� a 
nite life � may be speci
ed
so that if a nonce is generated at some time t� then it is only considered fresh
until time t � �� More generally� � may vary from nonce to nonce� Instead of
modeling the behavior of nonces by committing to such a speci
c mechanism� a
more abstract characterization is used here� This is built on a minimal assumption
about nonces� each nonce eventually expires� Speci
cally� letA be an agent� e � TA
and b � beliefsA�e� and de
ne that that the belief b expires if there exists an event
e� �A e such that b �� beliefsA�e�� Now� the assumption about nonce expiry can be
stated as a condition on a model �T� beliefs� as follows�
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All beliefs of the form fresh�N� in beliefsA�e� expire� �����

where A ranges over all agents� and e ranges over all events in TA� Since the
only mechanism for an agent to add fresh��� to its set of beliefs is by generating
�� condition ����� insures that the nonce eventually expires and is never again
considered fresh�

Now consider the beliefs held by agents� As for nonces� an important part
of their behavior is that they have a limited life� One di�erence between nonces
and beliefs is that a nonce is believed to be fresh simply on the basis of when
it was generated� On the other hand� beliefs are established on the basis of the
protocol and the messages that have been received� This means that a belief may
be established at some time� considered to be stale at some later time� and then be
reestablished at another later time� An appropriate condition on expiry of beliefs
is therefore�

All beliefs of the form sharedS�M� in beliefsA�e�
either expire or are enabled at some event e� �A e�

�����

This means that the only way for an agent to maintain a belief inde
nitely is for
the belief to be enabled inde
nitely� We can now de
ne�

De�nition � �Security� A model for a protocol P is a timed model if it satis�es
����	 and ����	� A timed model is secure if it is semi�secure and for all beliefs b
of a principal A there is an event e such that e� �A e implies b �� beliefsA�e

��� A
protocol P is secure if each initially secure timed model for P is secure�

We now discuss why this de
nition captures an important notion of security� The
most important failure mode of a protocol is where an adversary replays sequences
of old messages to convince a principal of the validity of a belief� However� in cer
tain circumstances� this may be not be considered insecure� For example suppose
an agent A sends a message M to another agent B which is intercepted by an
adversary Z and does not reach B� Then suppose that soon afterwards Z resends
M to B� Now� from B	s point of view� there is no essential di�erence between this
situation and a situation where the network latency is abnormally high� In other
words� that fact the Z was able to replay a previous message to convince B of a
certain belief b was not signi
cant in this case�

As another example� consider a modi
cation of the above� Suppose this time
that B receives the message the 
rst time and then believes b� At some later time
B then discards the belief b� Then suppose that Z resends M � and on receiving
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M � B reestablishes its belief in b� �This may happen for example if the time
out interval for the belief b was signi
cantly shorter than the timeout interval for
nonces�� This situation does not di�er in an essential way from the situation where
network problems result in two copies of M being received by B� one signi
cantly
before the other� and so again this does not indicate protocol insecurity�

Contrast these two examples with the situation where Z is able to replay M

inde
nitely to convince B of b �as would be the case if M did not contain any
nonces�� It is exactly the distinction between these two kinds of behavior that the
above de
nition of security is seeking�

We now provide some justi
cation for our use of a very abstract notion of time�
Clearly� from the point of view of generality� it is desirable to avoid including
a speci
c time framework in the de
nition model� However in doing so� we must
then address the issue of whether the resulting de
nition is of general applicability�
because the notion of security itself may be dependent on the notion of time�� In
other words� we must consider the relationships between an appropriate notion of
security in the context of a speci
c time framework and the de
nition of security
obtained by our more abstract de
nition of model�

We believe that our de
nition of security is essentially equivalent to any rea
sonable de
nition in the context of a speci
c notion of time� In other words� we
claim that our de
nition captures the essence of what it means for a protocol to be
secure� In the appendix we support this claim by considering two di�erent mod
els which incorporate more speci
c notions of time than our de
nition� discuss
possible de
nitions of security in the contexts of these models� and then provide
comparisons of these notions of security with our de
nition�

We conclude this section by proving that a number of security properties are
undecidable�

Theorem � Given a protocol P � the following questions are not decidable

�a	 Is P semi�secure�
�b	 Is P secure�
�c	 Is P secure if it is semi�secure�

Proof� A protocol can essentially be viewed as a rewriting system� In fact it is easy
to code Post	s correspondence problem as a protocol such that a belief of the form

�Note that the notion of semi�security is not at issue since it does not rely in any notion of time� We shall
assume that regardless of the notion of time involved� any de�nition of security �of a model or protocol� includes
semi�security�
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sharedfAg�M� is held by an agent A i� there is a solution to the correspondence
problem� Moreover� we can arrange for M to be some message which is not secret
�that is� M may be know to agents other than A�� Hence the protocol is semi
secure secure i� the correspondence problem has a solution� This outline proves
�a�� The remaining parts can be proved by similar methods�

� Future Work� Model Checking

Although the general problem of determining protocol security is undecidable�
progress has been made on the automatic veri
cation of important subclasses of
protocols� Broadly speaking� there are two approaches here � proof theoretic and
model theoretic� In the former approach� a set of inference rules is constructed for
reasoning about the protocol� Then the protocol is evaluated by considering the
judgments derivable from these inference rules� The di�culty here is in 
nding an
appropriate set of inference rules�

Model checking� on the other hand� is a more direct approach � essentially
we evaluate the protocol by constructing models and checking that these models
are secure� Clearly we cannot check all models of a protocol since there are an
in
nite number of models� and these models model may be in
nite� Hence a model
checking approach can only be used if there is some way to limit the number of
models which must be constructed� Clearly this cannot be done in general �see
Theorem ��� however

Our ongoing work into model checking suggests that for a reasonable class of
protocols� including most of the protocols from the literature� it is possible to
verify security properties by model checking� The approach involves reducing the
problem of checking all models to just checking one �canonical� model� Although
this canonical model is in
nite� it only involves a 
nite number of nonces and keys�
This enables us to represent the sets of messages that each agent has received�
knows and believes� and the interrelationships between these sets� using the set
calculus of ����� In essence� the fact that there are only 
nite number of keys
means that encryption can be represented by function symbols and decryption
can be represented by projection over these function symbols� For example the
encryption of a messageM with keyK can be written asK�M �� and the decryption
of a messageM using keyK can be written as K���M�� Importantly�K���K ��M��
is equal to M only if K � K �� Constraints can be used to model the relationships
between sets of messages� For example if KnownA denotes the set of message
known by an agent A then consider the constraint
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KnownA � p�KnownA�KnownA� � K�KnownA��

This recursive constraint says that KnownA is a superset of two quantities� The

rst quantity consists of all those messages obtained by pairing any messages from
KnownA �the function symbol p is used here to represent pairing�� The second
quantity consists of all messages obtained by encrypting a message from KnownA
with the key K� However this last quantity is not quite correct� because KnownA
should only include these messages if the key K is in KnownA� This can be
corrected by instead writing p��

����p�K�KnownA��K�KnownA��� where p
��
��� denotes

projection on p at the second place �for example p��
����fp��� ��� p��� ��g� is f�� �g��

and K is used here both as a constant as well as a unary symbol for represented
encryption with the key K� This new expression is equal to K�KnownA� if K �
KnownA and is equal to fg otherwise� Once set constants have been constructed
corresponding to the canonical model� an algorithm in ���� can be used to construct
their least solution� and from this it is possible to immediately determine whether
the protocol is semisecure�

In conclusion� there is strong evidence that� for protocols of practical impor
tance� it is possible to use a model checking approach to verify security properties�
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Appendix� Variations of the Security De�nitions

In this appendix we consider two important variations on the de
nition of model�
The aim of this section is to justify the abstract nature of our de
nitions by showing
that di�erent and more concrete notions of model do not lead to di�erent notions of
security� The 
rst modi
cation we shall consider involves restriction the de
nition
of model so that the expiry of beliefs respects their order of generation� We now
elaborate� Let �T� beliefs � be a model of a protocol P and let A be an agent�
An Asegment is a subset of the events TA such that if e� and e� are in E and
e� �A e �A e� then e � E� An A�lifetime L of a belief is a maximal segment of
events such that the belief is held by A at each event in L� Note that a belief may
have several Alifetimes� A model �T� beliefs� is fair if for each protocol principal
A� if L� and L� are Alifetimes then L� � L� implies L� � L�� Intuitively this says
that the expiry of beliefs respects their order of generation in the sense that if a
belief b is established before b� then b will expire before b� �although beliefs may be
reestablished at some later time��

Now� consider de
ning protocol security in terms of security over all fair models
�instead of over all models�� Such a de
nition is equivalent to the original de
ni
tion of security� The reason is that any insecure model for a protocol P can be
transformed into a insecure fair model by extending the life of various nonces and
beliefs so that the fairness condition is satis
ed� As another alternative de
nition
of security� consider the more restrictive de
nition which speci
es that� in all fair
models� each agent	s beliefs has only one lifetime� It turns out that such a de
ni
tion �call it single lifetime security� is somewhat restrictive� We now discuss why
this is so� and establish a connection between this restrictive notion of security and
our previous de
nition�

We 
rst de
ne the notion of the path by which a belief is established� Essen
tially this records the events leading up to the establishment of a belief in the form
of a tree of protocol rule instances� Such a record is a witness to an agent	s belief�
and for this reason shall be referred to as a proof�	�

De�nition �	 A proof p of a belief b is de�ned inductively as follows� If b is of
the form fresh�N � or else b � initialA� then � b is a proof of b� If b is of the form
sharedS�M � such that there is an instance of a protocol rule C � R where b � R

then C� � b is a proof of b where C � is the result of replacing each occurrence of a
belief in C by a proof for that belief�

��Taking the analogy further� each protocol rule can be viewed as a �somewhat limited� rule of inference�
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For example� referring back to the OtwayRees protocol� one proof for B	s belief
sharedA�B�S�K� is

sharedB�S�K�� receive�M� fN�A�K �gK�� fresh�N � � sharedA�B�S�K ��

Proofs which contain other proofs arise when a belief which is not an initial belief
is used by an agent to establish another belief� The OtwayRees protocol does not
exhibit such behavior� A proof C � b is established at an event e if b is a currently
held belief and if all proofs p � C are held at pred�e�� Such a proof is said to
establish b�

Now� the reason why single lifetime security is very restrictive is that it does not
allow for the possibility that there may be more than one proof by which an agent
can establish a belief� For example consider the OtwayRees protocol� Supposing
that S reuses a key for A	B conversations �for example� suppose that A requests
a second conversation with B before S considers the key to have expired���� there
could be two di�erent proofs by which A could establish sharedA�B�S�K� for some
key K� By limiting consideration to the case where each belief has only one proof�
we have the following connection between security and single lifetime security�

Proposition � Let P be a secure protocol� Let �T� beliefs� be a model which fair�
Then for each principal A and for each belief b� if there is only one proof which
establishes b� then b has at most one A�lifetime�

Proof� We show that if b is only established by one proof� call it pb� then if
b has two distinct Alifetimes� call them L� and L�� then the protocol must be
insecure� This is proved by structural induction on pb� In the base case of a proof
of the form� pb� the proof is easy� since in this case no protocol rules are used to
establish b� and so either b is an initial belief �which eventually expires� but can
never be reestablished�� or else b is of the form fresh�N� which again can never
be reestablished� Hence in either case� b can only have one lifetime�

In the induction case� note that there must be some �
rst� event eb at which the
belief b holds� Otherwise b � initialA� and then there would be a proof of the form
� pb for pb� Without loss of generality� suppose that eb � L�� Now� let pb be of the
form C � pb� Clearly pb must be enabled at eb� Suppose that C does not contain
a proof� This means that C only contains elements of the form sharedS�M�� and

��In certain circumstances we may wish to prevent this kind of behavior� This could be achieved by modifying
the de�nition of model to introducing a special kind of key
nonce generation primitive which generates atomic
new tokens which can only be used once�
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so pb is enabled at all events e 
 eb� It is therefore easy to construct a timedmodel
which is not secure� and this would imply that the protocol P was not secure�

Hence it must be the case that C contains a proof� Let p � C and write p
as C� � b�� Since the proof pb is enabled at eb� the proof p must be established
at pred�e�� Hence the belief b� holds at pred �eb�� Moreover� by the induction
hypothesis� the belief b� has only one lifetime� say Lb�� Therefore pred�e� � Lb��
and since L� is not strictly contained in Lb�� it must be the case that there exits
an event e� in Lb� such that b� does not hold at e�� Since b� has only one lifetime�
this means that b� does not hold for any event after e�� Since L� and L� are not
distinct and are both maximal intervals� there must exist an event e��� which is
later than all events in L� and earlier than all events in L�� Clearly e��� � e�� Now
the belief b� is not held by A at e� or at any later event� and so the proof p cannot
be established at e��� or at any later events� including all those events in L�� It
follows that L� cannot be a lifetime of b�

We now consider a second modi
cation to the de
nition of model� Suppose
that each agent is equipped with a clock and that these clocks are perfectly syn
chronized� Each event will be timestamped �with a real number� according to the
time that it occurred� Further suppose that each agent only holds a belief for some

xed time �� Speci
cally� suppose that each agent only holds a belief at some time
t if it has been enabled during the period � before t� Call such models global clock
models�

As before� if security is de
ned in terms of security in these new models� the
new de
nition of security is equivalent to the original de
nition� This is because
an insecure model can be modi
ed to become an insecure global clock model�
We now address the issue of whether� in the context of global clock models� a
secure protocol yields any additional properties or guarantees� For example� in
the original de
nition an agent A is assured that if a secret is shared with another
agent B� then B will eventually consider the secret to be stale� but no bound is
placed on the time for this to happen�

We conclude this section with some observations on global clock models� Secu
rity� as we have de
ned� is only concerned with the eventual expiration of beliefs
and nones� Even though the two notions of security obtained by considering our
original model and the global clock model are equivalent� we can still raise the
question of whether anything about the expiration beliefs can be said beyond sim
ply asserting that they will �eventually expire�� For example we might expect that
A can be assured that a shared secret will be considered stale by B within a time
bound such as some 
xed multiple of �� However this is not the case� To see this�

rst de
ne� for an agent A� the extent of a belief to be tlast 	 t�rst where t�rst is



��

the 
rst time and tlast is the last time that A holds the belief� Now consider the
following protocol whose only principal is A�

A� fresh��� �� sharedA���
sharedA��� �� sharedA�����

sharedA����� �� sharedA�������
���

���
���

sharedA��
n��� �� sharedA��

n�

where �n denotes the ntuple ��� � � � ���� We can easily see that this protocol is
secure� Moreover� it is possible to construct a global clock model of this protocol
such that there is a belief with an extent of n�� We conjecture that in general a
protocol is secure i� in all global clock models all beliefs have extents bounded by
�n� ���� where n is the number of rules in the protocol at hand�

In summary then� we see that major modi
cations to the treatment of time in
our original de
nition of model do not change the notion of security that arises�


